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It is a special pleasure for me to appear before this

distinguished gathering this morning to discuss "Justice

Department Policies on Equal Employment and Affirmative Action."

The topic, "Affirmative Action" is one 'that unavoidably sparks

intense debate, and I welcome the opportunity to share with

you the position we at 61e Department of Justice have taken

in that debate and our reasons for doing so.

There is -- and indeed can be -- but a single starting

pihtáFhat is with the fundamental precept on which

this country's policies in the area of employment discriminatiOn,

as in all other civil rights areas, must rest. I speak, of

course, of the principle that discrimination based Wrace

gender or creed is wholly unacceptable. As the Attorney

General recently declared:
I.

"Freedom irom.discriminattion,consists of the
right to participate fully in American society
on the basis of individual merit and desire.P
That right engenders a guaranty that no one'S
path should be blocked because of racial or
ethnic characteristics."

a

I would hope by now that for most people in our society,

tthis truth is self-evident. No elaborate case need be made to

sustain its validity, no marshalling of evidence or articulation
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of elaborate reasons. Simply to state the proposition is

enough: discrimination based on these immutable charitteristics

is wrong legally, ethically and morally wrong. From this 0 .

flows -- inexora4y4 in our view -- the enforcement policy

4
we at the Justice Department are pursuing in suits brought

under Title VII and similar statutes.- I would describe

that policy in the following terms: the Department of Justice

will not retreat one steplIrom its historic commitment to

enforce federal equal employment opportunity guaranties;

but, in relentlessly pursuing that enforcement responsibility,

we'will no longer rely upon. or in any respect support,

remedies that use quotas, or other' numerical or statistical:
0

formulae designed to provide to nonvictims of discrimination

preferential treatment_bAsed_onrace,-gender, nationel

Origin, or religion.'

Whatever else may be said about this policy, there

realistically can be no claim of surprise. The 'President's
<3.

opposition to discrimination and his devotion to the American

ideals of color blindness and gender neutrality have long

been a matter of public record, and as he has frequently

pointed out, were views firmly held "long before it Over

b a .-.--.1Tatitinarissue under the title Of civil
O

rights." Indeed, a fundamental tenet of the President's

campaign was that "no individual should be victimized by

unfair discrimination because of race, sex, . . national
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\ origin or religion," and that "equal opportunity should not

.1tbe jeopardiied by bureaucratieregulations and decisiins

which rely on quotas, ratios, and numerical requirements to

exclude some individuals in favor of others, thereby rendering4

- such regulations and decisions inherently discriminatory."

The Department's.policy grounded on these principles

has, of courses drawn sharp criticism. That is to be expected.

Our position on appropriate remedial action' in.the employment
a

arena unquestionably marks a change, from our predecessors'

infatuation with statistical solutions. ,And, whenever there

is change -- of ary kind -- critics are quick to surface.

This is offered simply as an observation, not as any form,of.

condemnation. For the constitutionally guaranteed right of

every American -- irrespective of race, religion, sex, economic

status, or any other personal charaCteristic -- to participate

in public discourse on important Government policies distinguishes

this Nation from most other countries in the world. Thus,

responsible debate -- provided it is indeed responsible
.

is aliiays.to be encouraged,4nd we welcothe the expression of

different viewi.-

In joining that debate with you today, the criticism

on which I want to focus doncerns the charge that our enforcement-

polidy in the area of equal employment opportunity is

inconsistent -with the law as enunciated by the Supreme Court.

4
This assertion 18 usually accompanied by reference to the

0
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affirmative action trilogy -= Bakke, Fullilove, and, of

course, Weber. A brief,review of those three eases demon-

strates that our enforcement policy is.in no way-inconsistent

with- the Supreme Court's pronouncements in this area.

Bakke involved a challenge to a specl Admissions

program voluntarily adopted by a State medical school, under

which 16 of 100 places the entering class were -reser ed

for mehbers of certain raciil.and ethnic minority groups.

The plaiptiff, a white male 'ho was twice denied ad-'ssiipn-

under the school's general admissions program, claimek. chat

the special admissions program operates to explude him from It

the school on the Lsis of race in violation of the Four-
,

teenth Amendment and-Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The outcome of the constitutional issue was governed

by the Views of Justice Powell, who tested the school's ra-

cially discriminatory admissions program agaipst,the "strict..

scrutiny" constitutional standard traditionally applied. to

racial classifications. Justice Powell found one of the

state interests offered by the school in support of--the-----

special admissions program -- attainment of a diverse stu-

dent body -- to inhere in the First Amendment's protection

of academic freedom and thusto be sufficiently compelling to

warrant consideration of whether the special admissions pro-

gram was "necessary".to the accomplishment of the school's

objective. O



Justice Powell concluded, however, that althOugh the

school'd First Amendment interest in a diverse student.

body might warrant_some consideration of race_in the

admissions' process such as deeming race or ethnic back-

ground a "plus in a particular applicant's file --,it

did not justify the reservation of a specific number of

places for minorities. In so holding, Justice Powell un-

derscored that the Constitution protects individuAls, not

groups. "The fatal flaw in [the school's] preferential
4

program;" he observed, was mitsdisregard of individual

rights as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment:"

Accordingly, the school's racialry discriminatory admissions

program was invalidated, and Mr. Bakke's individual

constitutional right to be free from racial discrimination

was upheld. Just last month, Ar. Bakke graduated*from medical

school.

4
4

In the field of public employment -- and I should

,point out her that the Justice Department's enforcement role in

-tlie.area of-iqual employment opportunity is limited to public

employers, which are, of courser restricted in their decision-

making ability by the dictates of the Fourteenth Amendment --

inthe field of public employment, the constitutional

implications of the Bakke case are unclear, but let me suggest

leccmplt of ,conclusions that can reasonabr-be-advanced.

-First, the compelling state interest principally at issue in

47.
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Bakke -- that is,. the school's First Amendment-interest in a

diverse student body would be wholly inapplicable in the

context of public employment, save arguably for the teaching

piofession. Thus, even the limited use of racial criteria

condoned by Justice Powell in Bakke would, pipsumably be

impermissible in an analogous case _involving a typical public

empl9yer.; -Second, although Justice Powell recognized the

state's legitimate interest in remedying past discrimination

as sufficiently cOmPelling to justify race-conscious remedial

action in some Circumstances, he stressed that such remedial

action is impermissible i the absence of judicial, legisla-

tive, or adhinistrative findirigs of constitutional or status

tory violations. The state's alleged interest.ii remedying

"societal discrimination,* which Justice'Powell termed "an

amorphous concept of injury that may be ageless in its

,reach into the past," was rejected.

That race-conscious preferential treatment must be

predicated on a finding of past unlawful discrimination

was reiterated in Fullilove, which rejected a constitutiatiaL:=

challenge to a federal law requiring thatekat least ten per-

. cent of federal funds for'local public works projects be

swt-aside for contracts-with "minority business enterprises."

In announcing the judgment of the ,Court, the Chief Justice,

joined by Justices White and Powell, repeatedly stressed that

the set-aside provision was a *wtrictlyremedial measure, ";
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designed to discourage prozurement praates that might

perpetuate the effects of prior discrimination against mi-

nority businekpes with respect to public contracting oppor-.

tunities. In a concurring opinion, Justice Powell ehipha-

sized that a proper finding of past unlawfuldiscrimination

is critical to-the constitutional iilidity.of any form of

racial preference, stating: "Because the distinction between

permissible remedial action and impermissible racial pref-

erenceirests on the existence of a constitutional ot-statutory

violation, legitimate interest in creating a race-consciods

remedy is not compelling unless an appropriate governmental.

1

authoriti'has found that such.a violation has occurred.'

In-contrast to the medical school involved in Bakke,

Congress was clearly qualified to make such a finding'of past'

discrimination. Indeed, noting that no organ of Government
43

holds more com reh er than Congress,

the lead opinion emphasized thatthe_sdarortty setraside

-provi-staff-ii-issue in Fullilove called into question "not

. . . the limited remedial powers of a federal court, buE-

. . the broad remedial powers of Congress." These state-

ments -- when read against the backdrop of strenuous dis-
,

A

Bents by three Justices in Fullilove who viewed the minority
A

set-aside.as an unconstitutional exercise of Congress',

broad remedial authority raise,a serious qUestion whether
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a majority of the Supreme Court. would countenance the rel.

medial use of racially prefeventialtreatment of nonvictims,.

' of past discrimination by any governmental botly other than
,

Congress (including the federal courts), even after a finding

of past discrimiyationhas been made. At the very least,

FuIlilove'harilly stands as Strong authority that it, would.
-

The final Case in the affirmative action trilogy,

Weber, arose in the context of prixai'e employment and thus

raised no constitutional claims. That case involved a

"collective-bargaining agreement between Raiser Aluminum

and the United Steelworkers which.createdan on-the--

job Craft training-program-requiring that no less than one-

minority applicant be admitted for every nonminority appli-

cant until the perCentage of blacks in craft positions

equalled the percentage'of blacks in the local tic:irk force.

Eligibility for the craft training program was to t;e,de-

termined on the basis of plant seniority, with black and'

white applicants_to be selected on the basis of-their

relative seniority within their racial group. The record

contained no evidence that eitherACaiser or the union had

practiced racial AidcriminatOn in the past.

Brian Weberv- _whoss.appl4cation to the_trainiii4 program

was twice passed over in favor of less senior minority applicants;

contended that the selection quota violated Title'yft of the

1
e- - 10

4
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1964 Civil Rights act, which makes. it\ unlawful ter.an employer'

or lab.or-organization to discriminate against any indi-
\*

vidual becau,de of his race . in adm'issioeto, or em-
,

ployment in, any program established tolprovide apprentiCe-

ship or other *training."

"literal constiuction" of

,Weber's claim, a majority

- -

Expressly recognising ihat'a
-4

-the words of Title VII supported

of the Court called upon _the

"spirit"' of Title VIi\in conCluding that the statute did
. #

. - ,
- 1.. -,... .-

*. 'hottrabibit ,the challenged quota:so:helm. *.
.

"
t

t

.%.
. r

. -Emphasizing "the, narrownessoflJthe] inquiry" before
.

/

the Court, the majority 'Ade clear that its approval of /

race-consdious,affirmative action plans Was limited to plins

that accord racial preferences in he manner and for the

purposes providedin the Kaiser-(SteelwOrkers) paan." In

this regard the majorieS, stressed thai_the challenged :plan

was voluntary, that it arose in the contextof private employment

and thus raised no constitutional questions, and that it

was a temporary measure, intended not to maintain racial

balance, but. simply to eliminate a manifest racial imbalance

in-6 traditionally segregated job category.

Whether one-agrees or disagrees with the Weber

deci ?ion, few would quarrel with the proposition that it

has little impact on the Justice Department's enforcement of.

federal protections against employment discrimination in

the public sector. One thing that.seeis clear is that the

a
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/racial preference permitted under Title.VII in Weber would

have been constitutionally prohibit? under Bakke and

Fullilove had Raiser been a public employer. Neither of

the.IegitimAe.state interests recognized by the controlling

opinions in Bakke and Fullilove would have been available

to Kaiser under the faCt's of the Weber case. Because'

Kaiser4s activities were not entitled to the FistgAmend-
..

., ment's protection ,of academic freedom,' it would. not be able
A . -.

.i! .
to claim a

. constitutional interest in a racially diverse
... 2.

..

work force J.11 support of its preferential selection scheme. _

Indeed, if 'Kaiser tied been engaged in acadeiic'putiUits,
. ) .. -..

. .the Fi'iit. Amendmentinterebt in academic freedom would not
.

,

be sufficiently'compelling, accbrrting to Justice Powell's
4

W ,
.

opinion in Bakke, to justify a one-for-one select in quota.
411

Moreover, the governing opinions in both Bakke and Fullilove

hold that a finding of past _unlawful discrimination is

criticai, to the constitutional validity of any form of racial

,/ preference. There Was.no Such finding -- nor even an eviden-

tiary basis. for one--- in,Weber.

Where, then, does a responsible readin; of these
-4

three Supreme Cqurt precedents leave us? Perhaps the most

ipotient point to' be made about the affirma4ive action .

.
.,

/i"'

trilogyi_at least insofar as the Justice Department's policy

on equa' employment opportunity is Concerned, is that none

of these pivotal cases required the remedial use of



preferences, set asides, or quotas; they merely hold that ?.

-
"under the circumstances presented in those cases, limited

use of racial criteria is not forbidden.

Moreover, the governing opinions in each of the cases

contain strong implications that anyone \using racial criteria

under dissimilar circumstances does so at,\ is own risk.

Indeed, in stressing the temporarr-nature of Kaiser's
40 s'

yoluntary program of, preferential :lection, the Weber court

implicitly recognized ,t.tlat'even in the Context of pui..ly

private employmeriti:Title VII would interdict Kaiser's
al.

i)rpgram and forbid all future raqe-conscious preferential

treatment once the racial composition of Kaiser's skilled

craft workers approximated that of the local lihor gs-ce.

Indeed, tnat Title VII would not 'permit preferential selec-

tion of minority applicants for the purpose of maintaining a

radial balance among Kaiser's skilled craft workers is made

clear by the statute's'legislative

on Title VII, Senators Clark and Case -- the

bipartisan team "captains" og Title VIt in the Senate

took pains to refute the charge that Title VII would require

maintenance of racially balanced work forces, remarking:

There is no requirement in title VII that an
employer maintain a racial balance in,his work

force. On the contrary, any deliberate attempt
to maintain,a racial balance, whatever such a
balance may be, would involve a violation of

title VII because maintainin such a balance____-

would require an employer to hire-or-to--

13
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refuse to hire on a basis of race. It must
be emphasized that discrimination is
prohibited as to any individual.

The affirmative action trilogy thus hardly represents

a ringing endorsement by the Supreme Court of quotas, or

other similar statistical remedies, in public employment
t

cases. To.the contrary, Bakke, Fullilove and Weber,' when

carefully, read, send.a fairly clear signal that the principle

ofnondiscrimination remains a constitutional imperative froM

1which the Court can be expected to permit departures only as

absol6tely necessary to make whole identified victims of

established discriminatory conduct.

That is precisely the direction that the Department

of Justice has taken in formulating a rr.medial approach to

<redress race and sex discrimination in the public workforce.

Thus in in-COT liability consists of the

forlowing three elements: (1) specific "make whole" relief

for identifiable victims of discrimination, (2) injunctive

relief requiring color-blind and gender-neutral future hiring

and-promotion practices, and (3) to further enhance equal

employment oppOrtunities, increased recruitment efforts--

---
reaching all segments of the-reTevant labor force, not just

-

--selected areas of particular community.

The difference from past practice is obvious. Consid-

eiations of color and gender are removed from employment de -'

cisibns. Disciimination_will not be used' to cure discrimina7

14
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tin. Two civil wrongs do lot make a civil right, and we

will not-compromise.the integrity of our commitment to eqUal
. ..

employment opportunity:.by pretending that.they do. No

matter how well intended or benign the motivation, each

instance of race or sex discrimination, regardless of the

victim's color or gender, stalls rather than advances our

'Nation's progress toward a truly' nondiscriminatory society.

Justice Robert Jackson made the point most graphically when

he cautioned that, once the concept of tacial discrimination

is validated, it "lies about like a loaded weapon ready for

the hand of any authority that can bring forward a plausible

claim of an urgent need."
j

This Administration is firmly committed-to the

view that the Constitution. andJaws -of the United States

protect the rights of every person -- whether black or

white, male or female -- to pursue his or her goals in an

environment of racial and seAual neutrality. We in the

Ju-tice Department are,determined that the law not be used

to divide society by treating persons differently according

to thei'i race or sex. In our view, adherence to the color-

.blind and gender-neutral principle of equal opportunity for

all Americans will'hasten the day when issues of racial and
0

sexual injustice are matters of concern only to historians.

DO,PIN2411


